Circle the letter of the correct answer below each question. For the True/False questions, circle True or False.

1. Where was Julia born?
   A. France  C. Italy
   B. United States  D. Germany

2. True or False: Julia grew up in a very musical family and she started taking violin and piano lessons at age 6.

3. True or False: Julia won regional music competitions when she was in high school.

4. Where did Julia Perry not study?
   A. Westminster Choir College  C. Harvard University
   B. Juilliard School  D. Princeton University

5. True or False: Nadia Boulanger didn't want to teach Perry because she thought Perry wasn't good enough.

6. What Genre did Julia Perry compose?
   A. Choral  C. Orchestral
   B. Chamber  D. all of the above

7. True or False: Perry was well-known and widely loved as a composer and performer throughout Italy.

8. True or False: All of Julia Perry's music has been recorded.

   A. Classical  C. Modern 21st Century
   B. Renaissance  D. Romantic

10. Which of the following is NOT a piece written by Julia Perry?
    A. Stabat Mater  C. Study for Orchestra
    B. Keep on Goin’  D. none of the above

11. True or False: Perry suffered a stroke that paralyzed the right side of her body but she continued composing.

12. True or False: Perry has won many awards for her compositions and is considered one of the most significant African-American composers of the 1900's.